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Foreword
Did I leave the stove on?
It’s a question we’ve all asked ourselves. Sure, there are variations
involving irons, locks, and feeding of a Guinea pig. We think these things,
mid-journey, in an effort to dissuade ourselves from continuing. What
we’re really saying is:
Am I ready?
Couldn’t I just stay home?
What will others think?
This journal contains creative works by people. People who worry.
People who doubt. People who, despite the safer alternatives, submit
themselves to you. While it may seem unnerving to send any work to
this little lit mag in the western mountains of Maine, and more terrifying
still to have it read by others, I can assure you, reader/writer/future
contributor, that none of you left the stove on.
Unless, of course, you did.
				
					-Zack Peercy

That was when the world wasn’t so big and I could see everywhere. It was
when my father was a hero and not a human.
			-Markus Zusak, I Am the Messenger

Poetry

Morning Music

Terri Kirby Erickson

First, my sleeping husband, his slow
and steady
breathing. Then, through an open
window, the sound of rain
running across the lawn, its silver
slippers soft as ballet shoes.
After that, crickets and a neighbor’s
barking dog.
And finally, like the favored soloist
in a choir, the solitary song
of a bird repeating the same
notes again and again as pearl-gray
light shines through every drop
of rain and shimmies
around our room as if the day,
still in the arms of night, is dancing.
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Photography

Blue Room
Laura Petro
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Poetry

Watching Hockey with My Son

Aaron Brame

At five and a half, he can demonstrate
a high-stick and a cross-check. Most nights,
the second period ends around 8:00, his bedtime,
and he believes me when I tell him
that it’s over. That’s it. Another tie.
I let him trust that we skate away
from scores of 2 to 2 or 3 to 3,
one man in the box, the series in a bitter knot.
Let him trust in the draw, the never-ending
commercial break. Soon enough he’ll learn the desperate
draining of the clock, the dejected goalie abandoning
his net, the sweaty season evaporating under the blare
of the horn and another man straining
to hoist a cup,
a heavy cup.
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Poetry

Staring into the Sun
Brianne Manning
I’m perched on the sill of my bedroom’s
open window and I throw myself out
and up into the air, flap my arms
as if I’ve done this before, and soar higher
and higher, above the farmhouse
the chicken coop, the goats’ pen
and the patch of prickly bushes
I called Death Valley when I was five.
I’m a marionette carried by optimism’s strings
suspended in a bowl of Mother’s marmalade.
The way the wind hits my face
feels as if I’m driving down dirt roads
in Brother’s Jeep with all four windows down.
I see the land like a satellite.
Sister hangs clothes on the line
and Father clears bamboo stalks
from the path leading down to the garden.
I stare into the sun for seconds or months and forget
that I could fall and break
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Photography

Southern Churches

Juliet Degree
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Poetry

Small Movements

Casey Elizabeth Newbegin

Patio, porch swing, pint glass
damp in my hands, on this date
that’s not a date.
My toes on the concrete
tip the swing
back and forth.
I straighten
the hem of my dress,
touch the shoulder strap
to check it hasn’t fallen,
twist the bracelet on my wrist.
How many times
have I run my fingers
through my hair
so my earrings flash
and the strands
cascade along my chin?
Has he noticed?
Does he feel the way
I angle towards him
or the way our knees
glance as we sway?
I lack the courage
to take this lightly,
to touch your arm
and laugh without checking
if you incline your face
towards mine or shift
your elbow away.
The courage to not notice
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that every time the swing
rocks forward, I feel
the denim of your jeans
on my bare leg
and every time
the swing rocks back
I don’t feel it anymore.
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Poetry

12th Deck Promenade
walkers lap the track
circuiting the ship
between lounge chairs
of varying nudity
hand in hand
she watches
him not notice
the topless bather
again
this third time around
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Carl Palmer

Fiction

Baited Hooks, Empty Looks

Brandon Hansen

I arced a cast next to the lily pads in Crater Lake, Oregon. I sat my
fishing pole on a forked stick shoved into the muddy banks, and sat down
next to Erin.
“Crater Lake, Oregon, is one-thousand, nine-hundred and forty-six
feet deep,” Erin read from her phone, accentuating every syllable as we
sat among the woods on its shore, our bare feet steaming over a little popping fire, built as a delicate tipi with dusty sticks, picked from the forest
floor. A Kokanee salmon, clay-red, with its humped back and bowed out
nose, lay split open and gutted, vulnerable, on our hot rock, that sat atop
a pile of sparking coals.
“Goodness,” I said, picking a fork out of my backpack and using
it to separate the skin from the meat of the fish. “That’s deep. Meaning
of life deep.”
“Oh yeah?” she said, scrolling through her phone, its light playing
brighter on her face as the sun fell farther beneath the mountains. “What
do you think is the meaning of life?”
She asked me that, like I could ever have an answer. I watched the
sun cast its final rays as it dipped underneath the tallest tooth of the mountain, and thought maybe that was it. Or maybe it was the way the fire felt,
creeping up through my toes and my calves and thighs and into my belly.
It could have been the way the salmon fillets steamed as I set them out on
a plate for her and I, or maybe it was the way her fingers lay on her face,
while she read me facts like they were bedtime stories.
“You’re not sure, huh?” she said, looking at me looking at her. I
shook my head and smiled, and I thought, in the fire’s glow, she might
have smiled a little, too.
vvv
We were at Crater Lake because we were best friends, and her
boyfriend, Ross, had hit her. To hear her tell it, it wasn’t a big deal. But
as the sun peeped over the mountain and cast an amber glow through
the canvas threads of our tent and shed light on her in her tank top, bare
shoulders exposed for the first time since it happened, and I could see that
black and yellow bruise filling in the lines of her blocky-lettered “DO
NOT QUIT” tattoo.
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I thought maybe, instead, she didn’t want to admit how bad she
needed this trip.
I was there, eight years old, when she discovered the spring holes in
the woods, and she surmised that they may lead to China, and she found out
how fun it was to jump between each hole, defying death with every leap.
I was there, too, when her dad screamed at her for getting her shoes
muddy.
I was there, thirteen years old, fishing on the shoreline, when my
parents taught her to swim. When she came out of the water to try and
drag me in, I told her that I was busy, that the fish were biting.
I was there, too, when her dad screamed at my dad, and my dad
screamed at her dad, because she shouldn’t be away for so long, and also
she needed to be a kid sometimes, too.
I was there, nineteen years old, when she got the tattoo. She said it
probably one of those crazy college things, said it didn’t really mean anything. I said she should give herself more credit. When that needle danced
on her skin, I almost passed out watching. She almost passed out laughing.
I was not there that night, when Ross told her he hated it, and he’d
better not see it unless he wanted to.
I pretended this trip was about the fishing. I told her that Crater Lake
was unlike anything on the planet, ringed by mountains, impossibly deep,
impossibly clear. I told her that I missed her, and that I wanted to catch a
monster this summer, and Crater Lake was the place to run away to, and
the place to catch up at.
This was my crazy college thing, I said, it probably didn’t mean
anything, but I couldn’t do it without her. Ross, I said, could kiss my ass.
She told me that I loved fishing and it meant everything to me. Of
course she’d be there.
She said, if it really didn’t mean anything, it probably wasn’t supposed to.
She didn’t say anything about Ross.
vvv
I reeled in the line from last night, not expecting much. The fish in
this lake were all stocked, clean game fish, stunted, that wouldn’t cruise
as deep as I threw the hook-full of Kokanee salmon guts. I suppose it
couldn’t be “meaning of life deep” if life didn’t mean to be down there.
Erin had told me that this lake was formed by a crater some billions
of years ago, and it didn’t contour like any lake in the world.
One second, she said, your knees aren’t even wet. The next, you’re
free falling so deep underwater the pressure would pulverize you.
We had breakfast, and we burnt the bacon a little and the eggs a
lot, and I put on my “Welcome to Crater Lake!” t-shirt I bought from the
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last gas station we hit before the park, and she put on her black sweatshirt
because, as she said, it was kind of cold for late May in Oregon.
From out of the woods I pulled our canoe, a 14-foot vessel, painted,
as Erin said, the color of those sad leaves that fall down when they’re still
green, and get all mashed up with the mud and sticks. The black stripes,
she said, ran across its width like a decaying ribcage.
Jesus, Erin, I had said. I just wanted it to be camouflaged.
We floated around now, our little boat on the big lake. The water was
still enough that I could see the darting shapes of Kokanee salmon and
Rainbow trout in the shallows and in its depths. They didn’t swim away
from the danger of our canoe- maybe because they didn’t recognize the
problem- maybe because they were willing to take their chances at food,
or shelter, or whatever it was they thought they wanted, or needed. I picked
them off with quick casts and little hook-sets. They thrashed a little at first,
but most came into the boat with ease, following my line like a tow-rope.
“They leave a little to be desired,” I said, working the hook out of
a smaller trout’s mouth, and setting it back into the water, where it disappeared with a flick of its tail. “But it’s fun to be catching so many of them.”
“This lake has no natural carrying capacity,” she said. “It’s all melted
snow from the mountains. Nothing in here will get as big as it should.”
I stared at the little shapes of the fish, darting beneath our canoe in
erratic little patterns that I’m sure meant everything to them.
“Well they’re still alive,” I said, plucking another one out of the
water. I looked over to see that Erin was dangling a blank hook in the
water, a hand on her cheek, her eyes empty as she gazed at the water.
I’d seen that look before, in high school, when she would take tests she
didn’t understand.
“Yeah,” she said, her jaw moving a bare minimum on her hand to
slur the word out.
I set my pole down. She turned her head my way, eyes still vacant.
“Erin, what’s on your mind?” I asked, laying my hands over my
knees.
“Him,” she said.
I nodded. This was understandable, and not the first time. I reached
across the canoe and picked up her fishing pole. She took her hand off of
her cheek, sat up straight, and raised an eyebrow. I opened my cooler, then
my container of night crawlers, and I slipped one on the hook for her. I
handed her the pole with a nod, and managed a smile.
She didn’t cast her line out, but let it sink for a few moments next
to the boat. The rod tip twitched and twitched again, harder, and she set
the hook, bowing the pole deep, and the line screamed as it was ripped
from her reel. I felt my eyes widen in their sockets, and I couldn’t help
but chuckle a little at her, her eyes big as the moon, her scowl destroyed
by a lurking smile.
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She cranked her reel, the tendons in her hands popped. I grabbed
the net, and stared into the water.
“Hey,” I said, as excitement pounded my vision into a tunnel, and I
leaned over the canoe and grabbed the net as she started to breathe heavy
for the effort, “Look at that.”
She bent over the bow of the canoe, and saw what I saw for the first
time, a hundred feet deep in the water, a blazing red Kokanee salmon, and
huge, flashing its brilliant sides as long as Erin’s torso.
“Just keep cranking,” I said, net at the ready, and she kept cranking,
pumping my heart with her smile.
When the fish rose to our boat, and I scooped it in, Erin had both
her hands to her face, squealing with laughter, and I thought I might pass
out. My hands and arms shook from my smiling and laughing too, and
as I measured it to be 25 inches, bigger than they were every supposed to
be, we laughed even harder.
In her smile, with that burning red Kokanee salmon in her hands, I
saw for a moment the meaning of life.
“Ross,” she said, smiling, “Would love this.”
And in those words I lost it again.
She must have seen the smile wax off of my face because she took a
last look at her fish, and dropped it in the water, without a word, or a picture.
“I’m sorry,” she said, hanging her head, “I just think he’d like it
here.”
“No,” I said, hooking my line to the eyelet of the pole, grabbing the
paddle, and beginning to row to camp. “You think he’d be impressed by
you catching a big fish.” The truth spilled from my mouth as it filtered into
my head, and I hope it hurt twice as bad to hear as it did to say because
this was a long time coming.
“That’s not it,” she said, fumbling through the night crawlers, trying to bait her hook as I propelled our canoe to the shore. “Stop rowing!
Fuck. I’m having fun. Okay?”
“You don’t know what fun is anymore,” I said, rowing harder,
popping something in my shoulders. She picked up the other paddle, and
started to row against me. The boat started twisting the other way, and
soon we were spinning circles on the deepest lake in America, screaming
at each other.
“Him and I had a fight, okay? Fights happen.”
“Lift your left arm over your head, Erin.”
“Fuck you.” The wind blew her hair over her face. I was getting
dizzy.
“I have no idea how someone can be so happy being so miserable,
Erin,” I yelled, dropping the paddle in the boat, pressing my hands into
my eyes. “You’re killing me! You’re killing yourself!”
“I’m killing you?” she screamed, and I saw the fish scatter, “You’re
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my best friend! I love you!”
“If you loved me, you’d stay away from him,” I said quietly, setting my jaw, staring at her. She trembled from her toes to the miniscule
muscles around her eyes.
“You think you know what’s best for me?” she asked. The sinews
on her hands tensed as she tightened her grip on the handle.
“Honestly?” I said.
And she swung the paddle.
My vision exploded. I closed my eyes to the light that burst from
inside my brain. I felt myself in motion and took a deep breath but sucked
in only water. Panic redoubled my pain, and I swung my arms and legs as
hard as I could, but my head didn’t connect to my numb limbs anymore.
I don’t swim. I can’t swim. I’ve told her this before. It was after
prom. Everyone, Ross, Erin, the cool kids, the uncool kids, were getting
drunk and jumping in the pool with their tuxedos and dresses on. When
Ross wasn’t looking, she swam over, tried to drag me in, but I knelt down
and pressed my cheek on her wet cheek, and whispered into her ear, Erin,
I’m terrified of the water.
I sank so deep and so fast I felt myself sway back and forth, the
way a feather does in air. I don’t know what was so heavy within me.
I saw Erin, in her tank top, swimming, flailing, more like, one arm
making demented half strokes, her eyes wide enough for me to see from
down here, looking anything but blank now. I saw our fishing poles sink
with me, the net, the night crawlers. I saw Erin’s sweatshirt float away as
the boat flipped over.
I thought about Erin having to drive the car home alone. I thought
about the smile Ross would hide to hear that I died. I thought about mom
and dad waving good-bye to me as I went on my first cross-country trip.
I thought about how the last thing Erin did to me, and will ever do to me,
was drown me.
Yeah, I thought, as my temples pounded, and the blue grew black,
that hurt me, but I can’t imagine what it did to her.
One thousand, nine hundred and forty-six feet. We had to have
the fight of a lifetime over the deepest part of the deepest lake in America.
The water clarity is 139 feet, I remember Erin saying that. That’s
how far she had to watch me drop. I locked eyes with her as long as I
could, and when the dots in my vision blotted her out, I thought about
how the water felt tight all over, like the hug she gave me, crying, a step
outside of her running car.
She will remember this as the worst thing to ever happen to her. She
will consider it only in its badness. I looked around. The agony ripping
through my body and pounding in my head was distant, as I considered,
for old time’s sake, the happy thing I could say to her sad because I would
not quit, and I saw in my periphery something massive.
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In the teeth of a monster sat Erin’s salmon. This fish, or amphibian, or
reptile, or God, was eating the salmon like it were a passing thought, and it was
huge beyond measure, dark, dark blue, with bulbous eyes but sharp pupils, carrying some kind of intelligence as its eyes followed mine into the depths of Crater
Lake, Oregon.
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Photography

The Fire in Her Belly

Alexandra Umstadt
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Poetry

Insects of War

Gail Bello

Do you remember being small and singing
that bringing home a baby bumble bee
would make my mommy proud of me?
But when the two tallest roses in our meadow were plucked
the bee was squashed,
it’s warm, yellow fuzz wiped off our hands.
Our hair was buzzed, and like a swarm
we were sent overseas, our stingers in our grip.
Above us the drones fly in formation to strike.
The pheromones of fuel and the fallen are strong as we comb the desert.
The honey we produce sticks red in the sand.
As a hive mind, we try to feel the pride that we sang of in our youth.
But a taste of sour nectar still lingers in our mouths.
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Artwork

The Comings and Goings of Things

Alexandra Umstadt
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Poetry

Tilted

		

A.J. Huffman
after Fauna in La Mancha by Vladamir Kush

Wind whispers through windmills like butterfly wings.
Flapping backwards is their dream. Impossible
is their mantra. I understand such vocabulary
as if my mind was flowing inside their veins.
I dreamed I was the bastard
daughter of Don Quixote and Ponce de León.
Arms open, I embraced the blades of flightlessness,
planted my flag in the middle of nowhere, bled
as if I had planted it inside
my own heart.
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Poetry

I Know Love from the Text Message
at 5am on a Sunday Morning
Tyler Gadaire

A text that is slurred:
“Miss ya bud, love dssads” –

A text from a man whose love once
Extended into a steel-toed boot that
Kicked a pregnant belly before it
Could bear birth,

A text from a man whose love fermented year by
Year at the bottom of dark, hickory shaded bottles.
A man in jaundiced skin, aged forty years yet
Looking like sixty-five.

A text from a man who watches religious infomercials
At 5 a.m. stumbling to find God, stumbling to
Find his phone.
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Photography

But What is it Holding

Alexandra Umstadt
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Poetry

Jazz Song

Daryl Sznyter

i’ve always had a thing
for sad boys. the way they enter
the room all smoky like a murder
mystery or something
you’d see in National Geographic.
they leave the stove on. pound
the hard parts of their flesh with railroad
spikes. drop their jeans in the night
and piss their names in their parents’ carpets
even though they don’t live there anymore.
their eyes testify with dry sockets.
i am the woman who rubs their backs.
they are drawn to me with violence
of mind, spitting hard consonants into my throat.
is that all you’ve got?
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Fiction

When Ronnie Came In

Eric Notaro

It was Ronnie’s fault, really. He came into my store from time to
time always making trouble for me. See, I owned this real nice little tourist
shop on the beach—okay, near the beach. I wasn’t making mint but I was
getting by just fine. It’s all gone now—I’d say “up in smoke” to be funny
but I feel more like crying than laughing about the whole thing really.
It was all Ronnie’s fault you see, if it weren’t for him, I’d have smelled
the smoke or saw the flames soon enough to put it out before it spread.
No, I don’t care what he did for me that day. It’s what he started
saying—spreading stories and rumors after—that’s what really matters.
If you save a man from drowning then stab him in the back right after,
you don’t get to be a hero. He can rot in hell for all I care.
Before he came in that Monday morning, everything was going
so well. Perfect blue skies that day too. Not too hot either. Bad days always seem to happen when the weather’s nice. The shop had some good
days over that weekend so the slow morning was a bit of a relief. I don’t
care what Ronnie says—“floundering,” “drying up,” “half dead”—the
fuck does a pinko like him know about running a business? Not a damn
thing is what.
Anyway, when Ronnie came in, I was in the zone. I had just
cleaned all the countertops and reorganized a few of the displays the
crowds had messed up during the weekend rush. Tourists love to rifle
through everything but they never put it back right.
So Ronnie comes in while my back is turned and is all “hey big
brother, how’s it going?”
Asshole nearly gave me a heart attack. He knows my heart’s not
been good—I used to joke to my doctor that it ain’t half-bad after my
ex-wife stomped all over it, but he’s got no sense of humor like me. The
ex-wife’s a whole other story—ancient history really—nothing to do with
what happened. Ronnie would tell you different but that jackass always
likes to connect dots that aren’t there. The world’s gotta be dramatic to
him. Not like me. I just live and let live.
Take what Ronnie did to me—nearly scaring me half-to-death.
Did I get angry? No. I turned around and shook my little brother’s hand.
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So we started talking—he asked me how the shop was doing. I told him
things were going well, because they were of course. I never mind smalltalk, you know? It’s the lifeblood of small-business retail. Lots of people
say they hate small-talk because it’s meaningless. I just don’t think they
listen close enough. Small-talk usually leads to big-talk if you get my
meaning. Besides, you’re more likely to make a sale chatting it up so it’s
never a bad idea.
So Ronnie looked around and said, “Hey, this place is looking pretty
empty today,” and I told him that’s fine by me because I’d earned the
downtime with all the business from the weekend. You know what that
jerk did after that? He sighed and shook his head. Imagine that bastard
disregarding me like that. He didn’t have to take my word for it, but he
could have kept his high-and-mighty pity to himself. Ronnie’s always
been like that. Mr. Liberal-Intellectual, always feeling sorry for everyone
who isn’t him. Makes me sick. He’s been that way since he went off to
college. Guy thinks he can take a few poli-sci classes and suddenly he’s
the smartest guy in the whole room about everything. Of course, ask him
to fix a sink or change a tire and he gets all red in the face. He’s not like
me, that’s for sure. When people talk, I listen. It’s how you succeed in
business—you learn what people want by listening to them. That egghead
will never get that.
As I was saying, when Ronnie stopped by, he picked up some of the
merchandise and gets a real ugly look on his face like he’d just caught a
whiff of an open sewer. I said to him, “See anything you like?” Just being polite. I know he couldn’t stand the place. He’d always tell me how
tacky and useless everything was. I’d tell him it’s good business. Sure,
it’s tacky, but it’s what people want. Then he’d sigh. No wonder he never
married. Can’t imagine any girl would want to marry that deflated tire.
Not that I’m an expert on women. I was married once, like I said
before. Eight years of my life I’ll never get back. A little advice to any
fellas out there—don’t marry your high school girl. Biggest damn mistake
I made. Another piece of advice—learn what a prenup is and make damn
sure you know a lawyer who knows what it is too. Like I said before,
ancient history, but at least I got that much outta life. Ronnie’s been all
alone most of his life and none of the women I’ve tried to steer his way
seem to take. A real pitty I guess.
As I was saying, when Ronnie stopped in, he did his little sigh-andsmug routine like he always does and then started doing something really
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weird—he hugged me. That’s right. Mr. High-and-Mighty stooped to the
level of his embarrassing brother and hugged him. He said, “You don’t
have to keep doing this.”
“Doing what?” I asked. He was getting really weird then. He started
crying—a grown man crying in public!
“I know things are bad, Owen, but you can’t go through with this.”
And here, ladies and gents, is where our versions split. See, that
pigheaded jerk has his whole version of events. I’m not going to poison
you with all the details of the lies he’s been telling—as though I’d ever
be capable of committing a criminal act like that, especially on my own
business. It’s that bullshit that got me dropped from my insurance. It ruined
me. I knew Ronnie and I butted heads but I can’t believe he’d sabotage
me like that. You think you know someone—you really do—and then
they stab you in the back.
Anyway, here’s my version—the honest-to-God-may-he-strikeme-dead-and-send-me-to-hell-if-I-lie version of how things went down.
Ronnie started rambling about how I’d been spiraling out of control since
my marriage ended—don’t know where he got that idea from. Maybe it
just doesn’t sink into his overdramatic skull that I can roll with the punches
life gives—unlike him. But he started going on about how I need help.
He made such a racket that I was thinking he’d scare away any customers should any stop by, so I did all I could to calm him down. Of course,
when your brother shows up out of the blue and starts telling you you’re
an emotional wreck, you’d probably get a little cheesed off about it. Still,
I was doing everything I could to deal with his little breakdown and reassure him that all’s well—because it was.
Meanwhile, while all this is going on, the damndest thing was going on in the backroom without me noticing. See, I kept an emergency
generator to run the lights and a few other things if we got a storm around
here—costal storms are pretty bad—summer and winter—so it’s a pretty
normal precaution. Anyway, the generator takes gas, and I kept the tank
pretty full, but I hated the thought of having one tank being all that’s
keeping the lights on in an emergency. Be prepared—works for the boy
scouts, should work for any profitable business owner. So to be prepared,
I kept an extra gas can in the back. Well, either the seal on it must have
sprung a leak, or something must have knocked it over, because all of a
sudden, there was gas all over the backroom floor. A little bit of a mess but
no big deal if I could have spotted it or sniffed it out. Instead, I was stuck
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arguing with my blubbering brother. While all this is going on, either a
fuse must have blown or maybe there was just enough sunlight coming
through the window. Anyway, it was enough to light the whole mess. It
was real bad but I probably could have done something about it—except
of course I was completely distracted. See, Ronnie’s bringing out this
whole psychobabble bullshit on me and here I was just trying to mind
the store, so I start in on him. Should I have taken the highroad? Should
I have at least humored him? Sure, but whatever punishment I deserve, I
don’t think losing my whole store is fair.
So there we were, screaming at each other, him calling me all
kind of head-case names and I started twisting the knife on him being
all alone. I could tell I was barbing him pretty bad because at one point
he just threw up his hands and walked out. Thinking I could get a little
peace until the next wave of customers, I took a deep breath and went to
tend to some business in the backroom. Of course, that’s when I saw the
big wall of fire building up in there. Don’t ask me why the smoke alarms
didn’t start beeping—I wish I could tell you. I go for the extinguisher I
kept in the back, but of course it’s pretty close to the flames, so I got lots
of heat and smoke around me. Still, I wasn’t going to let my place burn
down if I could save it. I really tried to get to that extinguisher—I really
did—but I was already pretty heated on account of Ronnie so the extra
heat and smoke wasn’t doing me any favors. I don’t remember all of it.
I just remember getting a little ways into the room and then falling over.
Then Ronnie came in again. I remember that much. I was trying to
get him to grab the fire extinguisher. The flames were still manageable
then. The tank was full. It could have ended so differently. Of course
Ronnie doesn’t listen to me. Should I be grateful for what he did? Maybe,
but we’re family. It’s the least of what you’d expect. Even now I’d pull
his sorry ass from a burning building myself if we were on the opposite
side of things. Hating someone and wanting them dead are two different
things. But he could have let things be different. He could have helped
me salvage what I could. Salvage my dignity.
Our stories are very different. I told you that before. I’ll give Ronnie
this much—he kept one thing the same in his version:
In that last minute, when Ronnie came in again, I remember calling
out something.
“Just once!” I shouted to him. “Just once in your fucking life would
you just listen to me?”
And then my brother pulled me from the flames.
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Poetry

Afternoon in Amsterdam

Jota Boombaba

—for Roland Möe

Forget the red-light district
toothless skirts from overseas
imported age-old fantasies
I ask the way to the Van Gogh show
a bearded local walks me there
we smoke a bowl on a smoky bench
Inside, alone, nose close to canvas
amazed by heavy strokes of pain
such violence in a starry sky
Someone tugs my sweater sleeve
that beard with marijuana breath
twice my age, here to persuade
I say I’m hungry, leave the show
he follows, knows a place not far
leads me back to his second-floor flat
Up steep and narrow bohème steps
he serves up bowls of stovetop gruel
veggies and grains, a sweet-spice stew
Once he tastes, I try a bite
smoke another bowl, relax, unwind
he lays a lazy hand upon my knee
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Downstairs, distressed, I say I’m beat
heading back to my hotel to sleep
he begs me not to go—Please, stay

Half his age, afraid of his long song
I find my way to the red-light zone
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Artwork

Bad Faces: Crazy Horse Remix
Terry Wright
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Poetry

The Spider on Her Shoulder
Alexandra Umstadt
The spider filled her mind with cotton,
guiding her fingers over an assortment of swatches
of lovers webs she could be caught in.
She reached for the boy who knew only caution,
but he was frightened of the thing in his britches.
So the spider filled her hands with cotton.
She reached for the man she might have gotten,
but he flew away with another mistress,
borne by the wispy web that caught him.
The man who reached for her was rotten,
his only desire to scratch his itches,
but the spider filled her eyes with cotton.
She reached again and her hands grasped nothing,
so she followed the thread of empty kisses,
spiraling down the web her lips were caught in.
The spider bit her finger then,
and sewed the wound with venom stitches.
The spider filled her heart with cotton
and taught her how to weave the webs for lovers to be caught in.
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Photography

Hyacinth
Katie Joseph
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Poetry

60-85% heritability rate
T. Cook
my father majored in polisci in
a small college at age sixteen,
curled his fingers around a flask and
flunked out in a semester,
but he was fluent in Russian by the end.

i have my father’s red hair,
i write poetry for my girlfriend
just like he did. I learned
my signature by forging his - we have
the same initials, see.

i learned French in high school,
Danish in college. when I was fourteen
my father tried to kill himself, i
followed in his footsteps,
three months later,
two years later,
called a hotline at age twenty.

The formal diagnosis of Bipolar I is,
according to the counselors,
inadvisable prior to the age of twenty-five. my father
gamed four psychiatrists for Xanax prescriptions; is it any wonder
I am afraid of looking in the mirror?
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Photography

Train Tracks
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Laura Petro

Poetry

The Implications of Sheet Metal

L.B. Sedlacek

My teeth
are cold
prepared for
flight
stronger than
perhaps
my feet
even knew
willing to
give up
luxuries of
warm baths and
vaulted ceilings
for a brick wall
and neon lights
view, one
crumpled
bedspread to
call my own
with
no fear of
leftovers
spoiling in
someone else’s fridge.
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Poetry

Sourdough

Lois Parker Edstrom

The Jesuit baker Brother Curry says
capture wild yeast.
A net? A trap? Kind words?
Just a bit of flour, warm potato water
and a little honey. Cover loosely.
Three days later
a bubbling, frothing cauldron;
a spongy, ever-shifting mass.
No eye of the newt or toe of frog,
wool of bat, tongue of dog.
Some would say pure chemistry,
yet like an ordinary life
that holds its secrets, I like to think
how sweetness nourishes the cells,
the hidden fermentation that brings
about change, the magic of transformation.
My floured hands knead the dough
in praise of air and lightness
and rising.
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Photography

Worth It

Katie Joseph
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Poetry

Burn and Rave

Sean Lause

My father rages at time and fate,
wrestling with the angel of bandages,
burning the forge of his dying heart,
cursing the god of bedpans,
and the nurses that flutter like frightened doves.
My father waves his arms like broken
warning gates, his red eyes daring
death’s dread engine. He kicks the valets
of coughs and sneezes,
and laughs at their tinhorn conclusions.
He refuses help, riveted to his pain,
spits out pills and magic elixirs,
blocks the descending needles, knocks
them to the floor, denies every comfort,
nailed alone to his suffering.
He lowers his whole life into his hands
and molds them into fists of rage,
he who refused to take the dole
when the factory shut down for the strike,
who built our house to endure all storms.
He who shined shoes rather than beg
in the streets of Chicago, 1936,
sold papers to support his invalid
mother, his sister and two younger brothers.
All those who wish to help him---he’ll have none.
I wait next to him, while late, dire late,
he thrashes against his restraints.
Silently I cry and cheer him on
as he raves against the metal carriage
that pulls him so gently into night.
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Poetry

Shorebird

Jeffrey Alfier

Today I skip the kitsch of chain cafes, go instead
to a seaside town — a grill and convenience
store, free of commerce, save that wrought
from those who live within blocks.
I inhale last year’s bacon grease. Feeling sorry
for me, the cook spares no butter in the grilling.
From the open doorway, cloud-filtered sun
scales the shelves, fades labels on Tastykakes
and beef jerky. The countertop’s new
but my feet rest on chipped linoleum.
Strange the quiet outside, the plaque
on a memorial bench to one
Michele Marie Kelly, a name
gone ageless in copper and fretwork.
In a ribbon of wind, a shorebird circles
so slowly above my walk back to the car,
it could be asleep on the wind.
Its wings rise and fall, like breathing.
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Photography

Rise With Me
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Heath Hughes

Poetry

Existential Insights

Trenton Mabey

The expanse of heavenly bodies lay in the grass of the meadow the
waning lunarscape disappears behind the blackness of the meteorite
scheduled to flatten the city, the evacuation in full force, brake lights
break the darkness in parallel landing lights direct the universal
hitman where to strike through the chaos thoughts of eternity rank
low, the subconscious bursting the brain in a meteoric flash of synaptic
explosions, memories of past importance play impotently across the
back of the eyeball, the hippocampus in hyperdrive as the black hole
expands, swallow the bats and the swallows, the balls and the bats, one
strike and we’re out of the space time continuum, enter a new zone in
the twilight of our existence, and I think I forgot to feed the fish.
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